INTRODUCTION
When Richard Nixon invoked a national security prerogative to decide for peace or war, to make and fulfill secret commitments for the nation, to wiretap or break and enter, and to maintain absolute secrecy, he could refer to twenty-five years of executive practice justified by the leading lawyers of our time. Not surprisingly, the growth of executive power has been rationalized by legal argument. Three primary doctrines-inherent power, congressional delegation and post hoc ratification-have been employed within the executive branch to justify executive initiative without legislative authority. Although seldom reviewed and more rarely adopted in Supreme Court decisions, these arguments provide the para-legal authority upon which broad segments of the bureaucracy operate. Although Nixon's excesses have given pause to the expansion of presidential prerogatives, continued assertions of para-legal authority are inevitable, if only to justify on-going activities. This paper uses a recent example of this assertion-the legal justification of covert action by the Central Intelligence Agency-to outline somewhat mechanically the logic and effect of the justification, and to comment on the limits of reform in such a situation.
The warfare bureaucracies, like the welfare agencies of the New Deal, were the offspring of emergency, justified by necessity, that doctrine of "pernicious consequences," in the words of Justice Davis.' In both cases, emergency became routine. Since the modern economy requires constant tending by the state, the executive powers and agencies developed in response to the Depression have become permanent features of the political landscape. Similarly, the cold war made permanent place for the institutions and powers developed to fight World War II. Indeed, belligerancy itself has become routine. Since 1948, the United States has been involved in major crisis about once every eighteen months-Greece, Iran, Korea, Lebanon, Guatemala, the Congo, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Angola -the list extends to every cranny in the world. 2 An interventionist state must inevitably diminish the power of its legislative body and increase that of the executive. Secretary of State Dean Acheson was fond of quoting DeTocqueville's warning that "foreign politics demand scarcely any of those qualities which are peculiar to a democracy . . .. [A democracy] cannot combine its measures with secrecy or await their consequences with patience. These are qualities which more especially belong to an individual or an artistocracy ' 3 or, in the United States, to an executive bureaucracy. Thus in postwar United States the power of initiative, the ability to set the direction and to marshal the resources of the society, passed to the Executive. The notion that the President may act if not limited by CongressTheodore Roosevelt's "stewardship theory" writ large-is virtually unquestioned in areas of national security. The argument is rather over the Stuart theory, summarized by Locke's description of the prerogative as "the power to act according to discretion for the public good, without the prescription of the law and sometimes even against it." The growth of the executive branch naturally distorts its constitutional roots. Legal authority for the executive initiative is not easily located in the constitutional schema, or in the traditional beliefs and myths associated with the Constitution. The very first premise of the founders was that the executive was subject to law, that the executive power is the power and duty to execute laws passed by Congress. Yet, appeal to the law is desirable to even the most powerful, for it provides a cloak of traditional authority for his activities. Thus, over the years, executive spokesmen have recurrently, often tenuously, asserted a legal authority for presidential initiative on the basis of the inherent power of the President, by reference to some congressional statute, or by claim of congressional ratification. These doctrines, as Robert Nisbet has said, have been employed to justify "every conceivable degree of power, stealth, and cunning.
President to believe that the initiation of a war required prior consent of Congress. 8 The New York Times revealed that the first 150 years of the republic witnessed 799 treaties and 1,182 executive agreements; the next twenty-six featured 368 treaties and 5,590 executive agreements, with 400 additional covenants secreted even from the Congress. 9 The FBI traces its internal security and wiretap powers back to an executive order by Franklin Roosevelt, which was renewed by President Truman."' Taken together, the three legal doctrines provide an opportune post facto justification for executive actions initiated essentially without concern for the limits of law. They provide the para-legal rationale for ongoing bureaucratic activity. The President is said to have residual powers in the area of foreign relations. The scope of these powers is not defined, but mav be divined from "the gloss which life has written" on the Constitution.'' Repeated presidential acts may establish a new inherent power in the Chief Executive of constitutional dimension, a claim which Raoul Berger has termed "adaptation by usage.'1 2 Alternatively, ongoing bureaucratic activities are said to be ratified by the Congress if it votes appropriations, even if initially unauthorized. Finally, broad or vague language in congressional authorization statutes may be pieced together to provide a peg of legal authority on which to hang executive programs. All three justifications condone and even encourage executive initiative without concern for legal limits or authority.
Our recent experience with Vietnam and Watergate provides tragic testimony to the dangers posed by this reasoning. Widespread belief in raison d'etat fosters actions which trample the bounds of the Constitution. Some of its worst effects are felt in the law itself. Increasingly, law becomes viewed as voluntas, the mere whim of the powerful. The national security bureaucracies increasingly act for the purposes of the state, assuming that the law presents no limitation. Within the bureaucracy, legal authority is the mere will of the President, or the orders of a bureaucratic superior. Only to outside queriesto the citizenry, the courts and the Congress-are traditional legal doctrines sent to the lists. Para-legal justification may thus represent a transitional form between the rule of law and the reign of a leader. Clearly the removal of constitutional restraints paves the way for decisionism, the acceptance of political decisions no natter what their content as long as sufficient power stands behind them.
To be more concrete, bureaucratic programs and actions operate upon the legal opinions of lawyers within the executive branch. Seldom do these assertions come within the purview of the courts or raise the ire of the legislature. Thus, the internal papers of executive "house counsel" are of great "legal" effect, for activities cloaked with the authority of the state proceed on their authority. Executive attorneys are expected to find authority for activities, not restrain them. The development of legal justifications thus provides a veneer of legality for executive initiative. I would argue that the repeated (often cynical) employment of such doctrines slowly erodes the concept of law as separate from will, both procedurally (the legislature must empower) and substantively (there are constitutional limits which must be obeyed). Moreover, after twenty-five years of such practice, reconstitution and reform are most difficult.
The continuing., post-Watergate usage of such doctrines is best illustrated in the recent Cispute over the Central Intelligence Agency and its covert action programs abroad. The CIA's distinguished outside counsel, Mitchell Rogovin, filed a brief with the Senate and House Select Investigating Committees which advanced the three archetypal justifications for executive initiative in defense of covert action abroad. 13 The importance of the subject, the exemplary nature of the arguments, and the reputation of the author make the brief itself worthy of perusal. The scope of covert action Could include: (I) political advice and counsel: (2) subsidies to an individual: (3) fiiancial support and "technical assistance" to political parties; (4) support of private organizations, inIcluding laboi unions. business firms, cooperatives, ctc.: (5) covert propagancla: (6) "private" training of individuals and exchange of persons: (7) economic operations: and (8) Patalnilitaiv [ol] political action operations designed to OVeCi thi,)w o to sup-)ort a regime (like the Bav of Pigs and the programs in L.aos). These operalions can be classified in varioius wvays: by the degree ad type of secre\ reqfuliired, by theii legalityN and, perhaps, by their benign or hostile character.
In the balder language of criminal law, covert action would encompass bribery, forgery , libel and slander, arson, mayhem and conspiracy to commit a range of felonies, including kidnapping, murder, riot and insurrection. The CIA's activities range from day-to-day manipulation to sponsoring and directing clandestine armies in Laos and Angola.
As Senator Frank Church has suggested, "[tjhe legal basis for this political action arm of the CIA is very much open to question."' 5 Inspection of the Agency's legislative charter and its legislative history provides not a word about covert action. Legal authority was not of great concern until the wide range of CIA illegalities and abuses received publicity. In recent debates over the CIA, critics and defenders of the agency have sought to enlist the law as an ally in the political struggle. The Rogovin Memorandum represents the most comprehensive effort of the CIA to locate a legal basis for covert action. The memorandum canvasses three "fundamental sources" of legal authority, "each of which, in itself, constitutes a sufficient legal basis for the delegation." The three include (1) "the inherent constitutional power of the President;" (2) congressional authorization; (3) congressional ratification."I
A. Inherent Power
Although the precursor of the expanded national security powers of the President was the developing corporate economy and the corresponding growth of welfare and regulatory powers, a broad claim of "inherent power" is rarely made in domestic affairs. Even in emergencies, Presidents have generally sought some legislative authorization before acting. 7 Truman's experience in the Steel Seizure case indicates judicial sensitivity to a claim of presidential prerogative at home.'
Mr. Justice Jackson's concurring opinion in Youngstown, defined a twilight area in which the President may act in the absence of congressional pre-emption.' The theory provides a charter for doing "anything that the needs of the Nation demanded unless such action was forbidden by the Constitution or by the laws."
2 " From this right of initiative developed the claim of "adaptation by usage," that a long-term practice by the President establishes an inherent power to act, even-say advocates of its most extreme form -against a later congressional limitation. The courts have justifiably been chary about accepting the argument for, literally interpreted, it would place the Chief Executive beyond control of the Congress and the courts. The The power of the President to engage in covert action abroad will not, of course, be located in the enumerated powers assigned the Chief Executive in the Constitution, nor will it be supported by the debates of the founders or the decisions of the Supreme Court. The Rogovin Memorandum predicates an inherent power for covert action upon the "President's broad powers with respect to the conduct of foreign affairs." The President's broad powers are established by passing reference to judicial dicta and historical quotations. That these powers encompass covert action is proven by appeal to the "over- assuming expansive powers, it wxoulld be difficult to invent a practice more foreign to the Constitution than routine covert intervention in the internal affairs of other countries. The Rogovin Memnorandumns invocation of inherent power thus rests almost entirely on the "overwhelming historical precedents."
What is the evidence of a traditional practice so accepted as to place the "gloss of life" on the Constitution? The Rogovin Memorandum cites two areas of experience. First is the "longstanding practice whereby Presidents, acting on their own authority, have dispatched troops to foreign countries and authorized the use of military force short of war.
29 In this regard, the Memorandum cites the hoary list of 125 instances compiled by the Library of Congress in 1920. "It would logically follow." the Memorandum concludes, that the President therefore has the power to "send civilian personnel to foreign countries to engage in covert action.
' "
The War Powers Resolution of 1973 indicates that any presidential inherent power to dispatch troops abroad can at least be regulated by the Congress.
3 ' Of the 125 incidents, the "great majority were for 'the simple protection of American citizens in disturbed areas,' and only about a third involved belligerent action.''3 2 Whatever their magnitude, all also had one trait in common: they involved uniformed military, acting overtly on orders of the President (or lesser military commanders). Not one involved the covert use of civilians to disrupt the internal affairs of another country. The second line of precedlents is invoked to remove this distinction. Virtually every President has appointed "special agents . . . to perform what has come to be known as covert action ... to engage in certain activities with or against foreign countries .......
In the first century of the nation alone, the Memorandum reports, more than 400 of such were appointed by the President. 34 Still, the conclusion is drawn that this practice is so "deeply rooted" that historians have acknowledged the "existence of a broad presidential discretion with respect to appointment of such agents and assignment of functions to them." general belief, the amount of 'secret' service in American diplomacy is relatively small.
' 3 7 He presents a handful of examples which include the three cited in the Rogovin Memorandum. What of the 400 agents in the first hundred years or the "legion" of precedents cited in the Memorandum? These refer to special agents selected by Presidents to represent them abroad. Wriston gives them two general characteristics: they are agents of the President rather than officials of the government-"They have an employment, not an office"; their duties are generally special and temporary a .
3
The "characteristic situations" in which special agents have been used include: "ceremonial occasions;" to speak for the President personally; international conferences and delegations (the "most prolific" source); contacts with unrecognized states; technical matters requiring a high degree of expertness. In effect, then, the Rogovin Memorandum would have us consider the dispatch of Chief Justice Warren to DeGaulle's funeral as a precedent for covert action. In contrast, however, Wriston himself concludes that "episodes in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries could be adduced, but they would be rare, and, for the most part, not significant, and certainly not typical .... ,, 39 This is the longstanding practice from which the Rogovin Memorandum would derive a constitutional power for the President to employ a secret agency in widespread covert operations abroad. More than a difference of degree reaching a difference in kind, it is rather a simple form of sophistry to justify this dangerous agency on the basis of an inapposite tradition. The tortured logic of the Memorandum was not forwarded without reason, however. The CIA traces its birth back to an executive order issued by President Roosevelt in 1941, establishing the Office of Coordination and Information in the White House. Roosevelt issued the order four months before Pearl Harbor on the basis of "the authority vested in me as President of the United States and as Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the United States. .", 41 Eleven months later, OCI became the Office of Strategic Services, a transformation directed by "military order," and OSS undertook both clandestine intelligence collection and para-military operations (covert action) throughout the war. 4 '
In 1945, OSS was disbanded by executive order, but four months later President Truman established the National Intelligence Authority and the Central Intelligence Group by a "Presidential Directive" issued without any proclaimed basis in law. The directive authorized the CIG to plan, develop and coordinate "such other functions and duties related to intelligence affect- Thus, the CIA's immediate forbearers were established by executive orders issued in peacetime. Although the CIG reportedly had no covert action arm, the Rogovin Memorandum claims, for reasons discussed below, that it did engage in such activities. Only some notion of inherent power can legitimate this activity post facto. The Rogovin Memorandum seeks to legitimate this ancestry by inventing a birthright in inherent power.
" B. Authorization and Delegation
The primary source for the expansion of executive power has been the sweeping delegations of power made by Congress in the passage of broad and vague statutes. Although receiving frequent judicial tribute in dicta, the constitutional doctrine prohibiting the delegation of legislative power, as Elihu Root noted as early as 1916, "has virtually retired from the field and given ip the fight. .'144 This is true particularly in foreign affairs; Curtiss-Wright was (or should have been) a delegation case, and Mr. Justice Sutherland's opinion has been cited for the proposition that "Congress-in giving the Executive authority over matters of foreign affairs-must of necessity paint with a brush broader than it customarily wields in domestic areas .... ,,4. Vague legislation combined with the demise of the delegation doctrine has practical effects. The congressional intent in a statute-other than an intent not to set policy-is difficult to divine for either an administrator or a court sitting in review. The very scope of the authorization, as well as the authority to act within the scope, is often unclear.
Often executive agents define not only policies which come under a legislative commission, but also the meaning and scope of the commission itself. For all branches of the government, and for the citizenry, agency practice provides the predominant definition of the legislative grant. In the social welfare and regulator), agencies, this power is bounded to some degree by administrative law, the system of formalized public rule-making and internal due process, which Congress can review if it chooses. 47 In the national security bureaucracies, secrecy limits oversight, and as the next section will show, formal bureaucratic procedures often do not apply. Additionally, executive officers assume far greater license in national secLrityv matters. In this area, the legal process quickly becomes inverted. Instead of a congressional charter commissioning executive practice, the latter begins independently, and administration attorneys search out a possible legislative basis, treating the Federal Code as a clothing store of authority, in which different laws may be tried on at will. The Rogovin Memorandum, reflecting the claims of Central Intelligence Agency spokesmen, represents an extreme example of this inversion.
The Central Intelligence Agency was established formally by the National Security Act of 1947.48 The Act briefly otItlined the functions of the new agency-coordination, development and analysis of intelligence. The charter contains no explicit authority for either the collection of intelligence or for covert action abroad. Clause (5) of Section 102(d), the "other functions" clause, authorizes the agency "to perform such other functions and duties related to intelligence affecting the national security as the National Security Coutncil may from time to time direct." 4 " It is this clause which agency spokesmen claim authorizes covert action abroad. The clause was adopted virtually verbatim from the 1946 Truman executive order establishing the Central Intelligence Group, as was the entire CIA charter." It was generally assumed that the Central Intelligence Agency would perform the functions previously discharged by the CIG.
The Rogovin Memorandum argues that the House Committee on Expenditures in Executive Departments, with "full knowledge of the broad implications of subparagraph (d) of the 1946 Presidential Directive, conferred identical powers and responsibilities on the CIA," including "a broad range of operational assignments."
5 I "Operational assignments" in the CIA lexicon sometimes includes both covert action and human intelligence collection (espionage), and sometimes refers only to espionage. Its definitional flexibility is used frequentlx to obscure and impedle outside oversight efforts.5 2 The Rogo-\'in Memorandum claims that the CIG was involved in covert action abroad, that the House Committee and Congress knew this, and that the "fifth function" clause encompassed it. All three propositions are confounded by the record.
CIG was an interim agency, a "short-term pip-squeak thing," noted Arthur Macy Cox, a former employee of both CIG and CIA. 5 3 There is no historical evidence that CIG had any covert action programs. Cox and Lawrence Houston, General Counsel of the CIA for over twenty years, both stated that the CIG has no such projects. 5 4 In both the House and the Senate, CIG was described in public record as a coordinating and analytical agency. There were rare and passing references to intelligence collection; covert action was not mentioned. 55 The same descriptions were provided for the proposed functions of the CIA in the public hearings of the House and Senate-scattered reference to intelligence collection, no mention at all of covert action.
5 6 The Rogovin Memorandum quotes an exchange between Representative Brown and Lt. General Hoyt Vandenberg, then Director of Central Intelligence, as authority for imputing congressional knowledge of and intent to authorize covert action. The Memorandum fails to indicate that the exchange took place in executive session, the minutes of which are classified to this day.
5 7 With a private store of material from which to quote selectively, the Memorandum publishes the following exchange: CIG, and CIA, stated that Vandenberg testified in executive session about intelligence collection, because Army Intelligence (G-2) was opposed to the CIA undertaking any collection activities. According to Phorzheimer, covert action was not mentioned. 5" Lawrence Houston, who drafted the 1946 executive order, stated that the policy within the administration was "completely unclear" about covert action, and the fifth function clause was to "leave a door open" in case of the "unforeseen.""t The first director of the CIA, Admiral Roscoe Hillenkoetter stated he had no interest in covert action, and intended the CIA to be purely and "intelligence outfit." 6 ' The language of the fifth function clause itself, as well as the entire public legislative record may be taken at least as easily against, as for, the notion that Congress intended to authorize covert action in 1947. Essentially, the Rogovin Memorandum reflects the CIA's post facto justification of covert action on the basis of its 1947 Charter. The "fifth function" clause was used by administration officials to justify establishing covert action without a return to Congress. 6 " The argument of the Memorandum raises other questions which need not be pursued here. Even assuming congressional intent, what an extraordinary delegation is here! Can it be constitutionally permissible for Congress to delegate the authority to "undertake such other functions related to intelligence affecting the national security," and ranging in practice from bribery to attempted assassination to secret warmaking, thus trespassing on the congressional war power? Creation of a clandestine agency for covert intervention abroad is a perilous venture for a republic, as we have witnessed in recent days. At the very least, it is one of "these important subjects" which Congress must clearly determine.
6 "
C. Ratification
When the President undertakes an action that may lawfully be done only by Congress, Congress may legitimate the act by explicit justification after the fact.
"4 The doctrine of ratification applies both retrospectively and prospectively, legitimating the past and authorizing a continuation. It is often employed to justify the acts of administrators acting under general grants of power in social welfare agencies.
6 5 Obviously the doctrine sanctions unauthorized initiatives, which may then receive a later ratification. In the national security area, the President has frequently claimed ratification by appropria- Generally the courts require an "explicit designation": an appropriation act "must plainly show a purpose to bestow the precise authority which is claimed. The rationale for the requirement is clear: Executive branch appropriations are passed in comprehensive bills. The requirement insures that ratification will receive individualized attention, and thus represent a policy judgment of the Congress upon which a court may justifiably rely.
The Rogovin Memorandum presents two separate ratification claims for covert action. For the first, the Memorandum adopts the position of a 1962 Justice Department paper which concluded that continued appropriations combined with periodic reporting about covert action to selected leaders in the Congress constitutes ratification: "The Congress as a whole knows that money is appropriated to the CIA and knows generally that a portion of it goes for clandestine activities, although knowledge of specific activities is restricted.
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The Rogovin Memorandum cites Brooks v. Dewar as authority for the proposition that, under these conditions, Congress has "effectively ratified the authority of the CIA to plan and conduct covert action.
" Brooks involved a challenge to a licensing scheme established by the Secretary of the Interior under a statute delegating broad responsibility of cattle-grazing districts to him. Although the licensing scheme was not explicitly authorized, the court found congressional ratification of the Secretary's activity. First, the court It cited annual reports of the Secretary, reported testimony at Appropriations Committe hearings, and testimony on the floor of Congress. Second, the court found that the "repeated appropriations of the proceeds of the fees thus covered, and to be covered, into the Treasury . . . constitutes a ratification of the action ....
71
Compare the Brooks standard with the CIA's practice. The CIA's annual budgetary figures are secreted in the defense budget. Even the gross sum is not revealed to members of Congress, a practice itself of doubtful constitutionality. 72 Generally, only a handful of senior legislators on appropria- Since explicit designation is inconvenient, it is not necessary. Secret appropriations are thus to have greater probative value than public ones in determining congressional ratification. Lewis Carroll might have got on well in this day. Finally, in its second claim of congressional ratification, the Rogovin Memorandum comes to rest on a clear and concise authority. In the wake of revelations about the "de-stabilization" of Chile in December 1974, the Congress passed the Ryan Amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961.71 The relevant section provides that "no funds appropriated under any act may be expended by or on behalf of the Central Intelligence Agency for operations in foreign countries, other than activities intended solely for obtaining necessary intelligence," unless the President finds that each such operation is "important to the national security," and "reports, in a timely fashion a description" to the appropriate committees of the Congress.
7 5 "Ironically," reported the Association of the Bar of the City of New York, "the only clear Congressional authorization for the CIA to conduct covert activities resulted from an attempt to limit those activities."
The Ryan Amendment graphically illustrates the congressional dilemma posed by unauthorized executive initiatives: the attempt to limit an unchartered practice is transformed into an authorization for it. Thus, the War Powers Bill is said to legitimate presidential war-making; 7 7 the Freedom of Information Act to authorize the classification system; 7 8 the Omnibus Crime
Control and Safe Streets Act to recognize national security wiretapping.
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Congressional inaction may be claimed as evidence of an "inherent" executive power; congressional action generally co-opts it into ratifying the very practice it attempts to limit. Two factors reinforce this dilemma. First, unauthorized activity continued for any length of time develops bureaucratic and corporate interests which are politically potent. The CIA is perhaps the classic example, but executive branch practice in classification and international agreements reveal similar dynamics. Second and more important, routine unauthorized activity creates a new reality principle which is most difficult to ignore or repudiate. Congress will virtually always seek to limit rather than eliminate a routine executive activity, no matter how pernicious. The Ryan Amendment illustrates the potency of the new reality created by unauthorized activity. The amendment can offer no satisfactory definition of covert action, except those activities performed by the CIA "other than those activities intended solely for obtaining necessary intelligence." 8 " The category of covert action is defined in terms of the bureaucratic practice. Thus the Ryan Amendment constitutes perhaps the ultimate delegation: post hoc ratification for anything the CIA undertakes other than intelligence collection. Given the CIA's history-most of which was secret from the Congress-this could include anything from petty bribes to assassination attempts and secret wars. Given the language of the statute, it could include anything which the President found "important to the national security," which could be undertaken by the CIA through direct or indirect expenditures. The final reduction of law to decisionism occurs here: the law is defined by presidential decision, and the authority of the legislature can be cited as authorization.
II THE DISORDER OF THE SECRET BUREAUCRACY
The rather widespread acceptance of para-legal justifications for executive initiative undermines respect for legal authority in ways we are only now coming to understand. From the first, the growth of regulatory agencies created concern about the rule of law. Elihu Root reflected both the fear and the response in 1916:81 "If we are to continue a government of limited powers, these agencies of regulation must themselves be regulated ....
The rights of citizens against them must be made plain. A system of administrative law must be developed... ." Administrative law, through the devices of formal rulemaking procedures, adjudicatory hearings, due process guarantees, and oversight, calmed many of the fears created by the domestic agencies. 8 2 However much we may deplore the inherent despotism of "petty, narrow, rigid and illiberal" bureaucracy, with its "little men clinging to little jobs and striving towards bigger ones," the system of administrative law has at least provided 80. 22 U.S.C. § 2242 (1970). 81. Quoted in K. DAVIS, supra note 44 at 12. 82. Certainly not all: Many commentators agree that the growth of "substantive law' has greatly contributed to loss of authority in this country. the minimal protection of regularity, due process, and Weberian rationality to the social welfare and economic bureaucracies. 83 The same is not true for the national security agencies. The CIA's internal operations do not follow even Weberian principles of rational legal authority. Recent revelations indicate that the CIA is far from unique in this regard; virtually every intelligence agency reviewed by the Congress is similarly patterned. Behind the veil of official secrecy, the CIA and other agencies have operated above the law.
Thus, executive agency officials essentially created their own commission. At the first meeting of the National Security Council in December 1947, the NSC issued a top secret directive authorizing the CIA to conduct covert operations. From 1955 to 1970, the basic authority for covert action was a revised and secret NSC Directive: NSC 5412/2. Defining covert operations as "any covert activities related to propaganda, economic warfare, political action (including sabotage, demolition, and assistance to resistance movements)," the directive instructed the CIA to counter " 'International Communism' throughout the world." ' In 1962, the CIA's General Counsel, Lawrence Houston, rendered an internal opinion that the Agency's activities were "not inhibited by any limitations other than those broadly set forth in NSC 5412/2. ' 
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Early agreements with the Justice Department insured that domestic law need not be of concern; the CIA was given a prior check on any criminal investigations concerning CIA officials or agents.8
Initially, the internal decision-making and review structure for covert action was informal and ill-defined. In 1955, a formal structure was established. The Special Group, a subcommittee of the National Security Council, was chartered, and to this day this subcommittee (now called the 40 Committee) is responsible for reviewing and approving proposed activities. "Informal" procedures were reinforced by the practice of compartmentalization-internal secrecy--within the CIA. The Senate Committee traces this to the doctrine of "plausible denial", which, initially limited to taking measures to protect the United States and government officials from identification in the event of exposure of a covert operation, was soon used internally to "mask decisions of the President and his senior staff members." The Senate Report notes, "a further consequence of the expansion of this doctrine is that subordinates, in an effort to permit their superiors to 'plausibly deny' operations, fail to fully inform them about those operations." 4 This practice included more than the use of aesopian language in conversations between the President and his agents. One effect was that many orders were issued orally rather than in writing. The Senate Report quotes an anonymous official involved in the assassination plots: "I don't think Vou are going to find a piece of paper for everything that this Agency or any other Agency has done. There are lots of things that get done by word of mouth .... ,,95 Indeed, written orders often are a misleading "paper trail," designed as cover for "plausible denial." When shown a damaging memorandum composed by Lawrence Houston, CIA General Counsel, General Marshall S. Carter, Deputy Director of the CIA in 1962, noted that "memorandums (sic) for the record have very little validity in fact." 9 "
Two incidents portray the atmosphere in which CIA officials work. In October 1960, Michael Mulroney, deputy director of an 'extremely secret unit in ' Mulroney testified that he refused the assignment. After a second discussion with a persistent Bissell, he met with Richard Helms, at that time Bissell's deputy, and informed Helms that he refused to take the assignment. Mulroney testified about his motivation: "[I]n the Agency since you don't have documents you have to be awfully canny and you have to get things on the record."" '8 The oral exchange was to protect Mulroney. For
Helms, of course, the exchange might be seen as an attempt to create a record of refusal to cover actual participation (Mulroney did proceed to the Congo). Alternatively, it could be seen as an attempt to force responsibility back to Bissell. Helns asked no questions, knowing it was not his place to know the truth. The second example is illustrated by the CIA's failture to destroy deadly toxin poisons in direct violation of a formal treaty, and presidential directive. As Morton Halperin has elaborated, obviously not all treaties are intended to apply to the CIA. The Rio Pact which pledged non-interference in the internal affairs of hemispheric nations was not interpreted as a restraint on the CIA. When the President directed the destruction of the poisons, Helms received no special order to obey the directive. He might thus have assumed that he was not intended to obey (and might well have received a secret oral indication to that effect). Helms testified that he ordered his subordinates to destroy the poison, but no written order was issued. The subordinate had the same task as Helms: he had to divine if the oral order was meant to be obeyed or was simply pro forma (assuming it was actually issued), giving the subordinate responsibility for preserving the poison and bearing the blame if exposed." The obvious plrodluct is the widespread assumption that the CIA is to operate above the law. CIA officials are outraged at suggestions that the "destabilization" of the Allende government was illegal because it violated United States treaties.
" ' The treaties simply do not constitute legitimate authoritv.
Similarly, when asked whv he continued the mail opening program for twenty years despite an explicit criminal statute prohibiting mail tampering, the di- well have provided the prinary check on CIA officials for "even in the cases of . . .deliberate disobedience to these prescriptions, the probability of its being recognized as a valid norm may have an effect on action."'(,! To a great extent, ideological zealotry-the fervent anti-communism of the Cold War-provided absolution for violations of law or "fair play." Morals were not at stake in what Dean Rusk called the "back alleys" of the world; will and manhood were. And yet the high church catechism of anti-communism could not withstand the heresy of Vietnam externally or of detente internally. The CIA's secret charter reflects the change: The basic authority of CIA covert action is now National Security Decision Memorandum 40, which superseded NSC 5412/2 on February 17, 1970. NSDNI 40 describes covert actions as programs designed to further official United States policies abroad; it. makes no reference to communisUm. 1 t With absolution unclear, it is not surprising that internal dissention grew. When James Schlesinger asked employees to forward information on any programs they considered illegal, he received over 500 pages in response. ' At the same time, Agency officials began to leak damaging information to the press, and one-by-one the 'family jew els" were revealed.' 12
The para-legal operation of the CIA also has grave implications for the society's respect for law. The government, wrote Brandeis, "for better or for worse, is the great powerful teacher of its citizens.''' a One shudders to consider the lessons drawn from an Agency revealed to have engaged in assassination attempts, coups and secret wars. Because of the Agency's close connection with the criminal underground, William Colby had to deny reports that the CIA "rubbed out" Sai] Giancana-a reputed Mafia chief-and his denial was widely disbelieved. The Agency operates like a conspiracy, engages in conspiracies, and represents a view of intervention and political power which is based upon conspiracy, manipulation and terrorism. One may greatly fear for a polity which so instructs its citizens. And the CIA is but a particularly seamy lesson in the course of instruction provided by a series of presidents, culminating in the televised downfall of Richard M. Nixon.
CONCLUSION
The foregoing has direct implications for the current period of reform and debate. For years the national securLix apparattis operated with the general approval of the Congress and the people. Locke long ago remarked that 109. Id by the CIA or character assassination by the FBI-the legislative charters will probably ratify the vast bulk of executive practices. Nor should this surprise: more extensive reform would require a worldview divorced from the imperial perspective, and Congress simply does not represent that different view yet. The attempt to "bring these agencies under the Constitution" will be limited to giving a Weberian orderliness to their activity. Of course even this effort is limited by the secrecy and license necessary to imperial policing.
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The primary limitation will be congressional reporting and oversight. Oversight gives a handful of representatives, acting for the Congress, a seat behind the executive curtain of secrecy, but on the condition that they only watch the plays, not choose which shall be performed or reveal the plot to outsiders. At present, congresspersons are enjoined from informing even their colleagues about the briefings given to them in Executive Session. Through legislated charters and oversight, the authority of Congress will be invoked to legitimate the on-going practices of the President. A section of the Congress will be folded into the executive branch, and separated from the public by official secrecy.
These representatives will face the struggle over legitimacy in concrete situations. Inevitably, they will review performances which violate their sensibilities or seem to impinge on the constitutional role of the legislature, viz. the secret war in Angola. They will individually be forced to choose between silent acquiesence (or secret remonstration which is the equivalent) and violation of their secrecy vows to speak out or leak out information. The tribulations of Rep. Michael Harrington, who revealed the CIA's "de-stabilization" in Chile suggest that few will choose the latter course." 3 If they choose not to object publicly, however, they provide congressional legitimation for decisions made in secret within the executive branch, eroding the public policy-making function of the Congress. With Congress-and inevitably the courts-ratifying and legitimating executive national security activities, I would suggest that the underlying authority of the law will be called into question. A constittution is more than its literal legal text. It is intertwined with a myth and belief structure which establishes and external system of values. Our Constitution is closel' bound to the liberal theory of the law: It must be procedurally rational-publicly made by elected representatives and applied equally to all; and substantively limited-that government is the neutral arbiter, watching the interests of all, protecting them make the necessary reforms, but its chances for passage are minimal. See H.R. 6051, 95th Cong.. 1st Sess.
122. Neuman distinguishes between public bureaucracies which follow "fixed and ascertainable" rules and private bureaucracies which follow "secret instructions." The latter tend to serve "egoistic group interests." The CIA is a private bureaucracy with governmental power. See F. 
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Harrington faced censure hearings before the House Ethics Committee: the motion was dismissed on a technicalit'. from infringement by the few or the many. Obviously, social welfare and economic legislation departed from this mythic source of authority. As suggested above, the development of administrative law bridged the gulf in part. In the national security area, however, the departure will not be so easily remedied. National security practices-even if authorized by proper procedural authority-violate basic constitutional values: that major policy decisions be publicly debated, that the state not act through private bureaucracies, that executive officials act according to law. Additionally, the daily activities themselves inherently violate widespread American norms, designedly so. The CIA's proudest moments, for example, involve large secret bribes to fix the outcome of supposedly free elections in Italy and France after World War 11. 124 It seems likely that "cleaning up" these activities by legislative charter will serve not to legitimate the activities but to undermine the authority of the law. Deeply felt notions of fairness and justice may be turned against the constitutional systein which sanctions their violation.
Legislative charters will also not remedy the adverse example which the government will offer its citizenry. Among a growing percentage of the population, the CIA, FBI and military are considered lawless instruments of the President. They are burlesqued in cartoons, condemned in polemics, the personification of evil and corruption in novels and films. In all organs of our culture, CIA is used as a shorthand for the devious and corrupt. Legitimation of covert action will inevitably contribute to the paranoia and conspiracy fears of the citizenry. Political movements will adopt similar methods of secrecy and terror; a dialectical process whi1ch may have deterred the CIA from seeking legislative sanction earlier in its existence. Terrorism breeds counter-measures, creating the wretched spiral of repression and rebellion. In the end, the law itself will be politicized, and as Franz Neumann has written. ' 
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"'When it becomes political, justice breeds hatred and despair among those it singles out for attack. Those whom it favors, on the other hand, develop a profound contempt for the very value of justice: they know it can be purchased by the powerful."
An alternative possibility exists, of course. The national security bureaucracles can be brought within the limits of the republican constitution, not b' legal legerdemain, but with a Luirposeful withdrawal from an imperial role abroad. There is a positive consciousness which provides the basis for this transformation. An entire segment of the politically active in this country matured not during the Cold War but in the anti-war movement, not in McCarthyite purges but in civil rights struggles. Their political motion-combined with the increasing difficulty of enforcing our order abroad-may provide the basis for a reconstitution of authority in this country. 124 . See ChUttCh, supra note 15, for a similar view. 125. See Neuman. suprI note 122 at 23.
